Here are some of the advantages of having a full-time phone line— at a part-time price!

Remember, with Stand-by Line, your phone service can expand as quickly as your business, or respond to business fluctuations as they arise. And, you’ll only pay a small monthly fee, plus a low per-minute charge for your actual usage. Because we want you to enjoy the full value of your new Stand-by Line, we would like to remind you of the additional benefits of your new service:

**Expands your communications**
When you need to send faxes, verify credit cards, or use a modem, your Stand-by Line is ready to serve all your needs without tying up your other lines.

**Gets you ready for peak season**
With Stand-by Line, you’re always ready for peak season, as far as your calling needs are concerned. When calls increase, you’re ready to receive them, giving your customers better service.

**Keeps you posted**
Every month you can check your calling activity summary for details about your usage.

**Allows you to stay flexible**
If change is one of the few constants in business, then Stand-by Line is one constant that lets you change. The service allows you to be nimble— stay ahead of the curve when business is rapid, and adjust when it slows down.

For more information about using Stand-by Line in your business, contact your CenturyLink Representative at the number below.

Available in most areas. Some restrictions apply.
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